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Key Messages 
Purpose of Project 
To develop and test text word-only search strategies without MEDLINE® indexing for three 
chronic pain living reviews, test a machine classifier on studies identified using the text word 
search strategies, and apply the machine classifier prospectively on a monthly basis to update 
searches. 

Key Messages 

• Text word-only searches optimized are associated with high sensitivity but reduced 
precision compared with standard searches that utilized MeSH indexing terms.  

• A machine learning classifier had high recall for identifying studies using text word 
searches for three systematic reviews of chronic pain; precision was low to moderate.  

• Use of the machine learning classifier resulted in a small to moderate estimated time 
savings when conducting update searches for living systematic reviews. 
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Preface 
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), through its Evidence-based 

Practice Centers (EPCs), sponsors the development of evidence reports and technology 
assessments to assist public- and private-sector organizations in their efforts to improve the 
quality of healthcare in the United States. The reports and assessments provide organizations 
with comprehensive, science-based information on common, costly medical conditions and new 
healthcare technologies and strategies. The EPCs systematically review the relevant scientific 
literature on topics assigned to them by AHRQ and conduct additional analyses when 
appropriate prior to developing their reports and assessments. 

To improve the scientific rigor of these evidence reports, AHRQ supports empiric research 
by the EPCs to help understand or improve complex methodologic issues in systematic reviews. 
These methods research projects are intended to contribute to the research base in and be used to 
improve the science of systematic reviews. They are not intended to be guidance to the EPC 
program, although may be considered by EPCs along with other scientific research when 
determining EPC program methods guidance.  

AHRQ expects that the EPC evidence reports and technology assessments will inform 
individual health plans, providers, and purchasers as well as the healthcare system as a whole by 
providing important information to help improve healthcare quality. The reports undergo peer 
review prior to their release as a final report.  

If you have comments on this Methods Research Project they may be sent by mail to the 
Task Order Officer named below at: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 5600 Fishers 
Lane, Rockville, MD 20857, or by email to epc@ahrq.hhs.gov. 
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Testing a Machine Learning Tool for Facilitating Living 
Systematic Reviews of Chronic Pain Treatments 
Structured Abstract 
Background. Living systematic reviews can more rapidly and efficiently incorporate new 
evidence into systematic reviews through ongoing updates. A challenge to conducting living 
systematic reviews is identifying new articles in a timely manner. Optimizing search strategies to 
identify new studies before they have undergone indexing in electronic databases and automation 
using machine learning classifiers may increase the efficiency of identifying relevant new 
studies. 

Methods. This project had three stages: develop optimized search strategies (Stage 1), test 
machine learning classifier on optimized searches (Stage 2), and test machine learning classifier 
on monthly update searches (Stage 3). Ovid® MEDLINE® search strategies were developed for 
three previously conducted chronic pain reviews using standard methods, combining National 
Library of Medicine Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms and text words (“standard 
searches”). Text word-only search strategies (“optimized searches”) were also developed based 
on the inclusion criteria for each review. In Stage 2, a machine learning classifier was trained and 
refined using citations from each of the completed pain reviews (“training set”) and tested on a 
subset of more recent citations (“simulated update”), to develop models that could predict the 
relevant of citations for each topic. In Stage 3, the machine learning models were prospectively 
applied to “optimized” monthly update searches conducted for the three pain reviews. 
 
Results. In Stage 1, the optimized searches were less precise than the standard searches (i.e., 
identified more citations that reviewers eventually excluded) but were highly sensitive. In Stage 
2, a machine learning classifier using a support vector machine model achieved 96 to 100 percent 
recall for all topics, with precision of between 1 and 7 percent. Performance was similar using 
the training data and on the simulated updates. The machine learning classifier excluded 35 to 65 
percent of studies classified as low relevance. In Stage 3, the machine classifier achieved 97 to 
100 percent sensitivity and excluded (i.e., classified as very low probability) 45 to 76 percent of 
studies identified in prospective, actual update searches. The estimated savings in time using the 
machine classifier ranged from 2.0 to 13.2 hours. 
 
Conclusions. Text word-only searches to facilitate the conduct of living systematic reviews are 
associated with high sensitivity but reduced precision compared with standard searches using 
MeSH indexing terms. A machine learning classifier had high recall for identifying studies 
identified using text word searches, but had low to moderate precision, resulting in a small to 
moderate estimated time savings when applied to update searches. 
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Background 
 

Systematic reviews become outdated relatively quickly when new evidence becomes 
available. There is typically a gap of several years between systematic review (SR) updates, 
which can result in delayed incorporation of new evidence. In addition, inefficiencies may occur 
in updating, due to changing review personnel, review methods, and processes. Living 
systematic reviews (LSRs) have been proposed as a method for more rapidly and efficiently 
incorporating new evidence into systematic reviews. In an LSR, searches are updated frequently 
on a regular basis, and new evidence is incorporated as it becomes available.1,2 A key challenge 
to conducting LSRs is the time and resources required to periodically update the search to 
identify relevant new articles. Automation using machine learning classifiers is one approach for 
improving the efficiency of identifying relevant new articles in update searches.3 A machine 
learning classifier that accurately classifies citations identified in searches as high or low 
relevance could save time by reducing the need for investigators to individually review each 
citation for eligibility.4 Instead of needing two investigators to perform dual review of each 
citation for eligibility, for example, integration of a machine learning classifier into a LSR work 
flow could replace one of the investigators. 

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence-based Practice Center 
(EPC) program commissioned a series of three systematic reviews by the Pacific Northwest EPC 
on chronic pain (Opioid Treatments for Chronic Pain, Nonopioid Pharmacologic Treatments for 
Chronic Pain, and Noninvasive Nonpharmacological Treatments for Chronic Pain: A Systematic 
Review Update). Systematic reviews of chronic pain are potential candidates for LSRs due to 
ongoing interest in the topic and a high volume of new studies. A machine learning classifier is a 
potential automation tool to facilitate more efficient conduct of LSRs by assessing citations 
identified in update searches for relevance, potentially reducing the workload on systematic 
review investigators.2 AHRQ previously commissioned the Southern California EPC (RAND) to 
pilot test a previously developed machine learning tool on a systematic review conducted by the 
Pacific Northwest EPC on Noninvasive Nonpharmacological Treatment for Chronic Pain 
(hereafter referred to as the chronic pain report).5 Based on the sample of studies identified in 
searches and included in the final chronic pain report, the machine classifier was associated with 
a sensitivity of 0.87 and positive predictive value of 0.13 for identifying included studies; the 
classifier excluded almost 60 percent of irrelevant citations. An observation during pilot testing 
was that the searches used for the chronic pain report used MeSH term indexing as well as 
nonindexed search terms; this could limit the usefulness of the searches for LSRs because of the 
lag in MeSH term indexing of new studies (e.g., for studies in the pre-MEDLINE database). 
Another observation during pilot testing was that the chronic pain report restricted inclusion to 
studies with followup of at least 1 month after completing a course of therapy. This information 
is typically not found in data accessible to the machine learning classifier (i.e., titles and abstracts 
from the citations); as a result, the machine learning classifier was not able to reliably distinguish 
between studies included or excluded based on this criterion, therefore limiting its efficiency. 

The purpose of this project was to build on and expand upon the prior efforts by developing 
and testing optimized search strategies without MEDLINE indexing for the three newly 
commissioned chronic pain reviews (Stage 1), testing the machine classifier on the optimized 
search strategies using the studies identified in the initial searches to gauge performance using 
title and abstract information alone (Stage 2), and then applying the machine classifier 
prospectively on a monthly basis to update searches (Stage 3). 
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Methods 
 

This project was a collaboration between the Pacific NorthwestEPC, which conducted the 
initial chronic pain report5 used by the RAND EPC in earlier testing of the machine learning 
classifier and conducted the three new chronic pain reports commissioned by AHRQ, and the 
RAND EPC, which has expertise in developing and testing machine learning classifiers for 
systematic reviews.6,7 This project had three stages (Appendix A): develop optimized search 
strategies (Stage 1), test machine learning classifier on optimized searches (Stage 2), and test 
machine learning classifier on monthly update searches (Stage 3). The study was conducted 
according to a predefined protocol developed in consultation with AHRQ; however, the protocol 
was not preregistered or published. 

 Stage 1: Develop Optimized Search Strategies 
For each chronic pain report, Ovid MEDLINE® search strategies were developed for the 

three new chronic pain reviews using standard methods, combining National Library of 
Medicine Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms and text words (“standard searches”).8 For 
the chronic pain reviews that were updates,5,9 the search strategies were based on the searches 
conducted for the prior reviews and revised/updated to address any scope changes. Text word-
only search strategies (“optimized searches”) were also developed based on the population and 
interventions found in the PICOTS (population, intervention, comparator, outcome, timing, 
setting) of each systematic review protocol, with further input from principal investigators when 
clarification was needed on specific interventions (e.g., specific drug names not included in the 
PICOTS). The complete standard and optimized search strategies are shown in Appendix A. 
Search strategies were peer reviewed using the validated PRESS (Peer Review of Electronic 
Search Strategies) instrument.10 Search strategies were tested against a sample of approximately 
25 included randomized controlled trials (cases) for each review, based on dual investigator full-
text review for eligibility (Appendixes B and C). The sensitivity (proportion of included citations 
identified, also known as recall), precision (number of included citations in the search relative to 
the total number of citations identified), and the number needed to read (NNR, the total number 
of citations identified divided by the number of included citations in the search),11 were 
calculated for both sets of searches for each review. 

Stage 2: Test Machine Learning Classifier on Optimized 
Searches 

In Stage 2, we aimed to develop machine learning classifiers using citations from previous 
reports. We simulated an update by using citations from earlier years (“training data”) to develop 
and refine models that could predict the relevance of more recent citations for each topic. After 
fine-tuning these topic-specific models, we then simulated LSRs by applying each model to the 
most recent citations for the topic. We hypothesized that results on these “simulated updates” 
could be used to estimate performance on true update searches. We describe this approach in 
greater detail below. 
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Processing Literature Search Results Into “Gold Standard” Data 
After performing the optimized searches for the three chronic pain reviews, we reviewed 

citations using standard methods (dual investigator review for eligibility at the full-text level) to 
create a set of “gold standard” results from the searches conducted for the draft report of the 
three original reports and the initial update searches. To prepare the citations for modeling using 
a “bag-of-words” approach, we processed the titles and abstracts into a set of word frequencies 
that were further normalized to de-emphasize words that are common across documents.12,13 In 
contrast to prior studies,7 we did not derive additional metadata from the citation (article length, 
presence of an abstract, etc.) because they did not appear to contribute substantially to machine 
classifier performance for these topics. We also did not add metadata based on MeSH indexing 
terms because such features would be absent from a high proportion of citations obtained in 
update searches.  

Initial Model Training and Testing 
For each topic, we developed models that used the processed citations (i.e., the normalized 

word frequency data and inclusion decisions) from 1960 to 2016 to predict relevance among 
2017 citations. Each model used one of the following algorithms to generate predictions: support 
vector machines (SVM),14 a multilayer perceptron (a neural network model),15 regularized 
logistic regression,16,17 or synthetic minority over-sampling (SMOTE, which is a resampling 
algorithm that we used to mitigate the paucity of relevant articles in most systematic review 
searches).18 After completing this testing, we opted to use SVM for the remainder of the analyses 
on each topic because its performance was equivalent to or slightly better than other approaches. 

To develop the final SVM models, we set up a process that used standard, open-source 
software to select optimal model parameters using fivefold cross-validation16 for each review. 
Briefly, each training set (in this case, citations published during 1960–2016) was first split into 
five random subsets. Next, for each potential set of model parameters, a model was derived using 
four subsets and predictions were generated on the remaining subset; this was repeated five 
times, one for each “fold.” Finally, the final model (with associated parameters) was selected by 
the software to optimize a combination of recall and precision, as follows. Given the importance 
of achieving near-perfect recall, we had the process severely penalize models that failed to 
achieve a minimum of 95 percent recall; among models meeting that criterion, our process then 
penalized low precision to improve efficiency. These criteria led to selection of models that 
identified more than 95 percent of relevant articles but subsequently minimized irrelevant studies 
at the expense of possibly missing small percentages of relevant studies. We then applied the 
final models to 2017 citations and computed recall, precision, percentage of citations predicted to 
be included or excluded, and NNR.  

Simulating Predictive Performance for Living Systematic Reviews 
After deriving final models for each topic as described above, we generated predictions for 

processed “gold standard” citations from 2018 and early 2019 (which serve as update searches 
for the purpose of this simulation). We report metrics for evaluating the performance of the 
machine classifier on each search, including recall, precision, percentage of citations predicted to 
be included or excluded, and NNR. We then qualitatively compared performance from the initial 
modeling phase (i.e., 2017 citations) to performance on the simulated update results (i.e., 
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citations from 2018 and early 2019) to determine the degree to which performance in the original 
review predicted performance on subsequent updates. 

Stage 3: Test Machine Learning Classifier on Monthly Update 
Searches 

The three machine learning models were prospectively applied to actual update searches 
conducted for the three chronic pain reviews performed on a monthly basis as the review entered 
into the draft report and finalization phases. Due to the small number of studies included in each 
monthly update search, we tested the update searches in two month blocks (July and August 
2019 and September and October 2019). The relevance predictions were then compared to final 
inclusion decisions by Pacific Northwest EPC staff to compute recall, precision, number of 
citations predicted to be included or excluded, and NNR. Using these metrics, we qualitatively 
compared the performance on the actual update to that on the simulated update. Results of the 
machine classifier for studies identified from pre-MEDLINE were reported separately. 

The time savings estimation was based on the number of studies classified as excluded by the 
machine learning classifier (i.e., classified as negligible-probability) multiplied by the average 
estimated time for an investigator to review each study (0.6 minutes per study [1 hour/100 
studies]). Qualitative feedback was also obtained from investigators and staff at the Pacific 
Northwest EPC on the impact of using the machine learning classifier on work flow. 
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Results  
Stage 1: Develop Optimized Search Strategies  

The sensitivity (recall) of the optimized searches was 100 percent (Table 1), or at least as 
high as the sensitivity of the standard searches (Table 2). As expected, the optimized searches 
were less efficient than the standard searches (i.e., identified more citations that were eventually 
excluded by reviewers), with precision ranging from 0.39 to 0.60 percent and a number needed 
to read (NNR) of 160 to 255, compared with precision of 0.61 to 1.44 percent and NNR of 69 to 
163.  

Table 1. Standard (MeSH and text word) search strategy testing 
Topic Total 

Citations 
Retrieved 

Recall (%) Precision (%) NNR 

Noninvasive, Nonpharmacologic Treatment 
for Chronic Pain 

1,913 90 1.44 69 

Nonopioid Pharmacologic Treatments for 
Chronic Pain 

2,008 100 0.61 163 

Opioid Treatments for Chronic Pain 2,289 90 0.79 136 
NNR = number needed to read 

Table 2. Optimized (text word-only) search strategy testing 
Topic Total 

Citations 
Retrieved 

Recall (%) Precision (%) NNR 

Noninvasive, Nonpharmacologic Treatment 
for Chronic Pain 

8,704 100 0.60 160 

Nonopioid Pharmacologic Treatments for 
Chronic Pain 

4,675 100 0.39 255 

Opioid Treatments for Chronic Pain 3,988 100 0.42 236 
NNR = number needed to read 

Stage 2: Test Machine Learning Classifier on Optimized 
Searches 

After deduplicating citations from prior searches, each study topic had a large set of citations 
that could be used as training (1960 to 2017) and validation data sets (2018 to 2019), but the data 
were imbalanced in that <5 percent of citations were included for each topic (Table 3). Citations 
from the validation data (which were used to simulate updates performed in 2018 and 2019) 
were more imbalanced (i.e., a lower proportion of studies included) than in the training data.  

Table 3. Counts of citations used in Stage 2 

Report 

Training 
Data: 
Total 
Citations 

Training 
Data: 
Excluded 
Full Text  

Training 
Data: 
Included 

Validation 
Data: 
Total 
Citations 

Validation 
Data: 
Excluded 
Full Text  

Validation 
Data: 
Included 

Noninvasive, 
Nonpharmacologic 

4,813 4,572 241 (5.0%) 796 781 15 (1.9%) 

Nonopioid 7,473 7,232 241 (3.2%) 249 239 10 (4.0%) 
Opioid 4,710 4,526 184 (3.9%) 1,444 1,435 9 (0.6%) 

 
In Stage 2, the machine learning classifier models achieved 96 to 100 percent sensitivity for 

all topics, with precision of between 1 and 7 percent, for a NNR between 15 and 100.  
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Performance was similar using the training data (2017 citations, Table 4) and on the simulated 
updates (2018 and 2019 searches, Table 5). Citation exclusion rates varied between 35 and 65 
percent. 
 

Table 4. Classifier performance on training data: results on 2017 citations 

Report 
Total 
Citations  

Citations 
Included 
in 
Report 

Citations 
Predicted 
by ML 
Classifier 
to be 
Relevant 

Citations 
Excluded 
by ML 
Classifier 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

Precision 
(%) NNR 

Noninvasive, 
Nonpharmacologic 

1,407 24 562 (40%) 845 (60%) 96 4 24 

Nonopioid 457 14 187 (44%) 256 (56%) 100 7 14 
Opioid 1,362 11 1,009 

(74%) 
353 (26%) 100 1 100 

ML = machine learning; NNR = number needed to read 

Table 5. Classifier performance on validation data: results on 2018–2019 citations 

Report 
Total 
Citations  

Citations 
Included 
in 
Report 

Citations 
Predicted 
by ML 
Classifier 
to be 
Relevant 

Citations 
Excluded 
by ML 
Classifier 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

Precision 
(%) NNR 

Noninvasive, 
Nonpharmacologic 

796 15 288 (36%) 508 (64%) 100 5 19 

Nonopioid 249 10 143 (57%) 106 (43%) 100 7 14 
Opioid 1,444 9 924 (65%) 511 (35%) 100 1 103 

NNR = number needed to read 

Stage 3: Test Machine Learning Classifier on Monthly Update 
Searches 

When applied to the monthly update searches, the machine learning classifier models 
achieved 100 percent sensitivity across searches for both the July/August and September/October 
periods, with the exception of 97 percent sensitivity for the July/August nonpharmacologic 
therapies search (Table 6). The classifier correctly assigned very low relevance scores to 45 to 76 
percent of excluded studies. The machine classifier performance on the updates was consistent 
with the results on the simulated updates (Table 5), suggesting that simulated updates can be 
used to establish machine learning performance standards for particular areas. However, the 
efficiency varied across the specific chronic pain topics and for the first update searches 
(July/August) versus the second update searches (September/October). For the July/August 
searches, the precision ranged from 0.5 percent (opioids) to 8 percent (nonpharmacologic 
therapies). For the September/October searches, precision was lower across reviews, ranging 
from 0.2 percent (opioids) to 0.9 percent (nonopioids). The search yield (number of citations 
identified) was higher for the September/October updates compared with the July/August 
updates, but there were fewer included citations; this was due in part to some included studies 
being identified during the peer review or public comment process that occurred around the time 
of the July/August update searches.   
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Table 6. Classifier performance on update searches  

Report 
Total 
Citations 

Citations 
Included 
in Report 

Citations 
Predicted 
by ML 
Classifier 
to be 
Relevant 
(%) 

Citations 
Excluded 
by ML 
Classifier 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

Precision 
(%) NNR 

Noninvasive, 
Nonpharmacologic 
• July/August 

1,536 30 375 
(24%) 

1161 
(76%) 

97 8 13 

• Sept/Oct 1,755 3 433 (25%) 1322 
(75%) 

100 0.7 144 

Nonopioid 
• July/August 

345 7 148 (43%) 197 (57%) 100 5 21 

• Sept/Oct 418 1 113 (27%) 305 (73%) 100 0.9 113 
Opioid 
• July/August 

763 2 418 (55%) 345 (45%) 100 0.5 209 

• Sept/Oct 1,097 1 580 (53%) 517 (47%) 100 0.2 580 
ML = machine learning; NNR = number needed to read 

The machine learning classifier excluded (i.e., classified as very low probability) 45 to 76 
percent of studies in the two update searches. The number of studies excluded by the machine 
learning classifier ranged from 197 (nonopioid medication therapies review, July/August) to 
1,322 (nonpharmacologic therapies review, September/October). Assuming that one investigator 
would not need to assess studies excluded by the machine learning classifier, the estimated 
savings in time ranged from 2.0 to 13.2 hours. 

EPC staff indicated a modest time investment to develop efficient processes for providing 
data from the update searches to the investigator running the machine classifier and to receive 
and interpret the output, but once these processes were in place, reported that utilizing the 
machine learning classifier had minimal impact on work flow. 
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Discussion 
Our study focused on methods for identifying studies for inclusion in LSRs. It had two main 

objectives: to develop and test optimized search strategies without MEDLINE indexing and to 
test the performance of a machine classifier on the optimized search strategies. The searches 
were based on those conducted for three AHRQ-commissioned, complementary reviews on 
chronic pain. 

Our results indicate that optimized text word-only searches can be developed with high 
sensitivity. The use of text word-only searches is important for conducting LSRs because of the 
lag between entry of studies into the Pre-MEDLINE database and tagging with MeSH term 
indexing. Therefore, relying on index terms in the searches would result in delayed identification 
of new studies. The optimized text word searches had sensitivity at least as high as standard 
searches that utilized MeSH terms. However, the optimized searches were associated with 
reduced efficiency—that is, a higher NNR, an expected tradeoff since they relied on text words. 

We also found that the machine learning classifier had 100 percent recall in simulated 
updates using a validation set of studies from the initial searches, as well as actual monthly 
update searches. This suggests that researchers may be able to estimate performance of machine 
learning classifiers using simulated updates. Precision ranged from moderate (NNR 13) to low 
(NNR 580). The variability in precision could be due in part to the breadth of the reviews:  
precision was lowest for a review on opioids for chronic pain that included questions on 
predictive utility, observational studies, and a wide range of interventions and comparisons, 
including various opioids, opioid dosing strategies, and risk mitigation strategies. By contrast, 
precision was higher for reviews on nonpharmacologic therapies and nonopioid pharmacologic 
therapies for chronic pain that focused on randomized trials and did not include questions on 
dosing, risk mitigation strategies, or diagnostic accuracy. Precision was probably limited by the 
models’ reliance on title and abstract information, which may not provide sufficient information 
for determining inclusion. For example, the review on noninvasive, nonpharmacologic therapies 
was restricted to studies with at least 1-month followup after completion of therapy, but the 
abstract often only reports the duration of therapy, or the total duration of follow-up (including 
the duration of therapy). It is possible that precision could be improved if the machine learning 
classifier utilized the full text of the article. 

The estimated time savings ranged from small to moderate, totaling 2.0 to 13.2 hours when 
update searches were combined in two month blocks (1.0 to 6.1 hours per month). Even though 
the machine learning classifier was least precise for the opioids review, the time savings was 
moderate, given the relatively large number of citations identified in the update searches. 
Incorporating the machine learning classifier into the update search process appeared to have 
minimal impact on work flow once initial processes were set up, suggesting that little of the time 
savings from the reduced number of citations requiring screening would be offset by more 
inefficient work flow. 

Our study had limitations. The sample was three reviews in a specific topic area (chronic 
pain). The applicability to other reviews and topics is uncertain. A sample of approximately 25 
studies was used to test the optimized search strategies for each review, based on the inclusion 
decisions available at the time that the searches were developed. The optimal number of studies 
to test optimized search strategies is not known; however, the applicability of our approach to 
small reviews with few included studies may be limited. Time savings were estimated based on 
the average time required to review a title/abstract. However, the time savings is likely to vary 
depending on the experience of the reviewers, the complexity of the review, the types of study 
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designs included, familiarity with the topic, and other factors. In addition, the time savings is 
likely to vary for different citations; the time savings is likely to be less if the citations 
categorized by the machine learning classifier as irrelevant are easy to exclude by an 
investigator. Another limitation is that the machine learning classifier was only tested on two 
monthly update searches with a small number of included citations, particularly for the second 
update search. The update searches were imbalanced (i.e., small number of included citations 
relative to the number of excluded citations), particularly for the second set of update searches. 
Therefore, sensitivity estimates for the update searches are not robust. In addition, standard 
machine learning algorithms have difficulty with imbalanced data because predicting irrelevance 
for all studies would be more than 98 percent accurate but completely unhelpful. More data are 
needed to confirm the machine learning classifier’s performance on update searches. Because the 
machine learning classifier missed only one study in the simulated updates, it was not possible to 
determine how missed studies could have impacted the conclusions of the LSR. Model 
development prioritized very high sensitivity, reducing the efficiency of the machine learning 
classifier. Training the models using lower recall thresholds could result in different 
performance, but we did not test such approaches. Finally, this project tested multiple algorithms 
using software that was customized for this task; applying this machine learning classifier to 
other projects would require 1–3 days of additional effort to process the citations into a suitable 
format and set up the classifier. However, the underlying algorithms that underwent testing 
(SVM, multilayer perceptron, etc.) are open-source, freely available, and could easily be adapted 
for use by other researchers.16 Testing of multiple algorithms could be accomplished in an 
automated fashion (i.e., without programmer input) but would require additional programming 
effort up front. Alternatively, if citation management software systems added “off-the-shelf” 
machine learning classifiers to assist with updates, this would likely eliminate the need for 
additional programming effort by users while retaining most of the time-saving benefits of 
machine learning. 

Conclusion 
Text word-only searches to facilitate the conduct of LSRs are feasible and associated with 

high sensitivity but reduced efficiency compared with standard searches that utilized MeSH 
indexing terms. A machine learning classifier had high recall for identifying studies identified 
using text word searches for three systematic reviews of chronic pain, but had low to moderate 
precision, resulting in a small to moderate estimated time savings when conducting update 
searches. 
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Appendix A. Project Flow Diagram 
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Appendix B. Original and Text Word-Only Search 
Strategies 

 
Original (MeSH and text word) search strategies 
Noninvasive Nonpharmacologic Treatment for Chronic Pain 

1. exp Low Back Pain/ or ((back or spine or spinal) adj2 pain).ti,ab.  
2. exp Chronic Pain/ 
3. Neck Pain/ or neck.ti,ab.  
4. exp Osteoarthritis/ or osteoarthritis.ti,ab.  
5. Headache/ or headache.ti,ab.  
6. Fibromyalgia/ or fibromyalgia.ti,ab.  
7. exp Exercise Therapy/  
8. exp Physical Therapy Modalities/  
9. exp Braces/  
10. exp Mind-Body Therapies/  
11. exp Acupuncture Therapy/ 
12. exp Rehabilitation/  
13. exp Psychotherapy/  
14. exp Musculoskeletal Manipulations/  
15. (noninvasive or non-invasive or nonpharmacologic* or non-pharmacologic*).ti,ab.  
16. (exercise or physical therapy or cognitive or behavioral or feedback or relaxation or 

acceptance or commitment or traction or ultrasound or stimulation or laser or magnet* or 
inferential or electromuscular or diathermy or heat or cold or manipulation or manual or 
craniosacral or mindfulness or meditation or mind-body or yoga or pilates or Qigong or 
acupuncture or functional restoration or multidisciplin* or interdisciplin*).ti,ab.  

17. rh.fs.  
18. or/1-6  
19. or/7-17  
20. 18 and 19 
21. randomized controlled trial.pt. 
22. controlled clinical trial.pt.  
23. clinical trials as topic.sh.  
24. (random* or trial or placebo).ti,ab.  
25. clinical trials as topic.sh.  
26. exp animals/ not humans.sh.  
27. or/21-25  
28. 27 not 26  
29. 20 and 28 
30. limit 20 randomized controlled trial  
31. 29 or 30 
32. limit 31 to yr=2015-current 
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Nonopioid Pharmacologic Treatments for Chronic Pain 
1. (acetaminophen or celecoxib or diclofenac or diflunisal or etodolac or fenoprofen or 

flurbiprofen or ibuprofen or indomethacin or ketoprofen or ketorolac or meclofenamate or 
"mefenamic acid" or meloxicam or nabumetone or naproxen or oxaprozin or paracetamol or 
piroxicam or salsalate or sulindac or tenoxicam or "tiaprofenic acid" or tolmetin).ab,kw,sh,ti.  

2. (carbamazepine or gabapentin or oxcarbazepine or pregabalin).ab,kw,sh,ti.  
3. (desvenlafaxine or duloxetine or levomilnacipran or milnacipran or venlafaxine).ab,kw,sh,ti.  
4. (amitriptyline or desipramine or doxepin or imipramine or nortriptyline).ab,kw,sh,ti.  
5. (capsaicin or cannabis or marijuana or cannabinoid* or memantine).ab,kw,sh,ti. 
6. (topical adj2 lidocaine).ab,kw,ti.  
7. or/1-6  
8. exp Neuralgia/  
9. Fibromyalgia/  
10. exp Anemia, Sickle Cell/  
11. Headache/  
12. exp Headache Disorders/  
13. Musculoskeletal Pain/  
14. exp Osteoarthritis/  
15. Low Back Pain/  
16. Neck Pain/  
17. exp Arthritis, Rheumatoid/  
18. Spondylitis, Ankylosing/  
19. ("ankylosing spondylitis" or "neuropathic pain" or neuropathy or fibromyalgia or "sickle 

cell" or headache or "musculoskeletal pain" or osteoarthritis or "low back pain" or "neck 
pain" or "inflammatory pain" or "rheumatoid arthritis").ab,kw,ti.  

20. or/8-19  
21. 7 and 20  
22. randomized controlled trial.pt.  
23. controlled clinical trial.pt.  
24. clinical trials as topic.sh.  
25. (random* or trial or placebo).ti,ab.  
26. clinical trials as topic.sh.  
27. exp animals/ not humans.sh.  
28. or/22-26  
29. 28 not 27  
30. 21 and 29  
31. limit 21 to randomized controlled trial  
32. 30 or 31  
33. limit 32 to yr=2009-current 
 
Opioid Treatments for Chronic Pain 
KQ 1-3 (Treatment) 

1. Chronic Pain/  
2. exp arthralgia/ or exp back pain/ or cancer pain/ or exp headache/ or exp musculoskeletal 

pain/ or neck pain/ or exp neuralgia/ or exp nociceptive pain/ or pain, intractable/ or 
fibromyalgia/ or myalgia/  
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3. Pain/  
4. chronic.ti,ab,kw.  
5. 3 and 4  
6. ((chronic or persistent or intractable or refractory) adj1 pain).ti,ab,kw.  
7. (((back or spine or spinal or leg or musculoskeletal or neuropathic or nociceptive or 

radicular) adj1 pain) or headache or arthritis or fibromyalgia or neuropathy or 
osteoarthritis).ti,ab,kw.  

8. 1 or 2 or 5 or 6 or 7  
9. exp Analgesics, Opioid/  
10. opioid*.ti,ab,kw.  
11. (buprenorphine or codeine or fentanyl or hydrocodone or hydromorphone or methadone 

or morphine or oxycodone or oxymorphone or tapentadol).ti,ab,kw,sh,hw.  
12. 9 or 10 or 11  
13. 8 and 12  
14. 13 not (intravenous or intramuscular or injection* or intrathecal or epidural or block or 

preoperative or perioperative or acute).ti.  
15. randomized controlled trial.pt.  
16. controlled clinical trial.pt.  
17. clinical trials as topic.sh.  
18. (random* or trial or placebo).ti,ab. 
19. clinical trials as topic.sh.  
20. exp animals/ not humans.sh.  
21. or/15-19  
22. 21 not 20 
23. 14 and 22  
24. limit 14 to randomized controlled trial  
25. 23 or 24  
26. limit 25 to yr=2009-current 

 
Text word-only search strategies 
Noninvasive Nonpharmacologic Treatment for Chronic Pain  
1. ((chronic or pain) and (back or spine or spinal or cervical or radicular or neck or knee or 

hip)).ti,ab,kw  
2. (osteoarthritis or headache or fibromyalgia).ti,ab,kw 
3. (noninvasive or non-invasive or nonpharmacologic* or non-pharmacologic*).ti,ab,kw  
4. (exercise or "physical therap*").ti,ab,kw  
5. (psychotherap* or psycholog* or cognitive or behavior* or CBT or biofeedback or feedback 

or relaxation or acceptance or commitment).ti,ab,kw  
6. (traction or ultrasound or transcutaneous electric* or TENS or laser or interferential or 

electromuscular or diathermy or heat or cold or brace* or bracing or magnet*).ti,ab,kw  
7. (manipulation or manual or massage or craniosacral).ti,ab,kw  
8. (mindfulness or meditation or meditative or mind-body or yoga or "tai chi" or "tai ji" or 

qigong).ti,ab,kw 
9. (acupuncture or acupressure).ti,ab,kw 
10. ("functional restoration" or kinesiology).ti,ab,kw  
11. 1 or 2  
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12. 11 not (postoperative or post operative).ti,ab,kw  
13. or/3-10  
14. 12 and 13  
15. 14 and (random* or control* or placebo or sham or trial).ti,ab,kw 
 
Nonopioid Pharmacologic Treatments for Chronic Pain 
1. ((chronic or pain) and (back or spine or spinal or cervical or radicular or neck or knee or 

hip)).ti,ab,kw.  
2. (chronic adj2 pain).ti,ab,kw.  
3. ("ankylosing spondylitis" or "neuropathic pain" or neuropathy or fibromyalgia or "sickle 

cell" or headache or "musculoskeletal pain" or osteoarthritis or "low back pain" or "neck 
pain" or "inflammatory pain" or "rheumatoid arthritis").ti,ab,kw.  

4. or/1-3  
5. acetaminophen.ti,ab,kw.  
6. (celecoxib or diclofenac or diflunisal or etodolac or fenoprofen or flurbiprofen or ibuprofen 

or indomethacin or ketoprofen or ketorolac or meclofenamate or "mefenamic acid" or 
meloxicam or nabumetone or naproxen or oxaprozin or piroxicam or salsalate or sulindac or 
tenoxicam or "tiaprofenic acid" or tolmetin).ti,ab,kw.  

7. (desvenlafaxine or duloxetine or levomilnacipran or milnacipran or venlafaxine).ti,ab,kw.  
8. (amitriptyline or desipramine or doxepin or imipramine or nortriptyline).ti,ab,kw.  
9. (carbamazepine or gabapentin or oxcarbazepine or pregabalin).ti,ab,kw.  
10. (alprazolam or chlordiazepoxide or clobazam or clonazepam or clorazepate or diazepam or 

estazolam or flurazepam or lorazepam or oxazepam or temazepam or triazolam).ti,ab,kw.  
11. (capsaicin or memantine or cannabis or marijuana or cannabidiol or phytocannabinoid* or 

dronabinol or nabilone).ti,ab,kw.  
12. (topical adj2 lidocaine).ti,ab,kw.  
13. (alprazolam or chlordiazepoxide or clobazam or clonazepam or clorazepate or diazepam or 

estazolam or flurazepam or lorazepam or oxazepam or temazepam or triazolam).ti,ab,kw.  
14. or/5-13  
15. 4 and 14  
16. 15 and (random* or control* or placebo or sham or trial).ti,ab,kw.  
 
Opioid Treatments for Chronic Pain 
KQ 1-3 (Treatment) 
1. ((chronic or pain) and (back or spine or spinal or cervical or radicular or neck or knee or 

hip)).ti,ab,kw.  
2. (chronic adj2 pain).ti,ab,kw.  
3. ("ankylosing spondylitis" or "neuropathic pain" or neuropathy or fibromyalgia or "sickle 

cell" or headache or "musculoskeletal pain" or osteoarthritis or "low back pain" or "neck 
pain" or "inflammatory pain" or "rheumatoid arthritis").ti,ab,kw.  

4. or/1-3  
5. opioid*.ti,ab,kw.  
6. (buprenorphine or codeine or fentanyl or hydrocodone or hydromorphone or methadone or 

morphine or oxycodone or oxymorphone or tapentadol or tramadol).ti,ab,kw.  
7. 5 or 6  
8. 4 and 7  
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9. 8 not (intravenous or intramuscular or injection* or intrathecal or epidural or block or 
preoperative or perioperative or acute).ti.  

10. 9 and (random* or control* or placebo or sham or trial).ti,ab,kw
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